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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP2510834A1] A hidden device for the wall assembly (47) of a structural component (21) of a piece of furniture comprising: hooking means
(39) of said device to a support (46) fixed to the wall (47), the position of said hooking means (39) with respect to said wall (47) being adjustable in
height and depth respectively by means of two different regulation mechanisms, wherein said mechanisms are completely contained inside a box-
shaped body (22), from a front side of which said hooking means (39) protrude, wherein a first regulation mechanism for regulating the height of
said hooking means comprises a first slide (25) which is guided to translate vertically, and wherein a second regulation mechanism of said hooking
means (39) comprises a second slide (32) assembled on said first slide (25) and equipped with said hooking means (39), said slide (32) being
guided to translate horizontally within a seat (33). According to the invention, said slides (25) and (32) are associated with respective kinematic
command mechanisms (27, 28, 29, 30; 127, 128, 129, 130) and (34, 35, 40, 41; 134, 135, 140, 141) which are accessible and manoeuvrable
through holes (31, 42; 131, 142) situated on a side (23) of said body (22).
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